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Abstract 
 
In the recent years, sustainability has been more prominent and performing as an influential 
attribute in the fashion industry. As fashion consumers become more conscious and informed on the 
complications caused by the prevailing fashion system and industry to the environment, the slow 
fashion movement has emerged as the more recent sustainable notion in the fashion industry. More 
fashion retailers and emerging entrepreneurs have attempted to create values through sustainable 
initiatives and practices, including Indonesian fashion brands. However, as a result of ‘green 
consumerism’ and ‘greewashing’, many of the sustainable approaches by fashion retailers such as 
H&M and Zara are widely questioned. The knowledge and understanding on sustainable fashion 
practices are varied across diverse demographics and cultures. Using descriptive qualitative approach 
through literature studies, observation and non-probability sampling, this paper discusses 
sustainable fashion and slow fashion theories, investigates the progression of the sustainable 
practices of Indonesian fashion brands and identifies the opportunities of slow fashion in 
contribution to the development of creative economy in Indonesia. 
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1. Introduction 

The sustainable fashion concept surfaced as a response to the complications caused by the 
industrialisation and became more prominent since the emergence of fast fashion that has become 
the dominating culture in the fashion industry. This fast fashion phenomena has stimulated the 
overproduction and overconsumption of fashion products where fashion companies more products 
in low prices to spur consumers to purchase more products than they actually need, which ultimately 
lead to low social and environmental standards and fashion waste [4,5]. As a result, fashion 
companies all over the world including Indonesian fashion brands and retailers have attempted to 
create values and build positive image through sustainable initiatives. In spite of the positive 
initiatives, more and more fashion companies utilise the sustainable concept to gain more sales and 
deceive their viewers and consumers with misleading green credentials [5]. 
 
This paper is a descriptive research that aims to present sustainable fashion theories to investigate 
the sustainable progression in Indonesian fashion industry. Qualitative research methodologies 
through literature studies are employed to establish the underlying sustainable fashion theories and 
to discover a credible measurement to validate the sustainable practice of individual fashion brands. 
The literature studies on sustainable fashion, slow fashion, greenwashing and green consumerism 
were sourced from textbooks, e-journals, e-books and articles from the Internet. The non-probability 
sampling method using the author’s judgment was conducted to select two Indonesian renowned 
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